
Open software solution for chairside restorations

"Your freedom is our passion" is exocad’s philosophy. The company 
develops dental software solutions based on a fully open architecture 
concept. ChairsideCAD, exocad’s software for the clinical CAD/CAM 
environment, has been awarded this year's Cellerant Best of Class 
Technology Award. Larry Bodony, President of exocad America,  
explains the advantages of open architecture software platform  
in dental practices.

Interview with Larry Bodony, President of exocad America 

exocad's open and powerful ChairsideCAD software 
wins Best of Class BOC Technology Award 2019

*cellerantconsulting.com/bestofclass

Winner of2019 BOCCELLERANTAWARD*



Congratulations on the 2019 Cellerant Best  
of Class Award, Mr. Bodony. Which  
features of ChairsideCAD do you believe 
impressed the jury?

The Best of Class Technology Award from 
Cellerant is an honor of which we are incredibly 
proud. The panel recognized the potential of 
fully integrated and open architecture software 
to expand the power of clinical CAD/CAM and 
the long-term benefits for dental practices. 
Now, complete digital workflows can be 
assembled from the best old and new scanners, 
CB/CT machines, 3D printers and chairside 
milling machines in the competitive open 
market.  exocad integrates any and all equip-
ment (including our competitors), reducing 
costs and the inherent risks compared to other 
CAD/CAM systems based on specific hardware. 
As an example, dentists using virtually any 
intraoral scanner can begin their “open” digital 
journey with a modest investment, send to any 
lab, and still have confidence that their CAD/
CAM system will grow efficiently as their needs 
and knowledge expand.

What types of restorations can be designed 
with ChairsideCAD?

Crowns, veneers, inlays, onlays, bridges and 
occlusal splints – it is relatively easy to achieve  
high quality single-visit restorations completely 
within ChairsideCAD environment. The 
upcoming 2.3 Matera release of ChairsideCAD 
adds significant options to the dentist, such as 
Implants for Custom Abutment and Screw 

Retained Crowns, Model Creator, Smile Creator 
for esthetic design of maxillary anteriors, Jaw 
Motion Import and a DICOM Viewer. Of course, 
each module is fully integrated into 
ChairsideCAD. 

How can exocad provide robust seamless 
workflows without restricting my choices?

For nearly 10 years, exocad has laid the founda-
tion for a seamless digital workflow with our 
open-standards based lab software, DentalCAD. 
It’s been the foundation for over 200 different 
dental CAD/CAM systems worldwide, tested 
with over 35000 licenses and millions of 
restorations. ChairsideCAD and its companion 
implant planning product exoplan, are based on 
the same concepts, providing consistent, 
end-to-end digital workflows within your 
practice (Chairside) or to any exocad-based lab. 
After capturing the patient data, you can 
confidently use ChairsideCAD for restorative 
and/or exoplan for implants and surgical guides 
in your practice. In addition, all programs follow 
the same simple operating concepts, so you 
only have to familiarize yourself with one 
consistent user interface. 

ChairsideCAD is the first complete  
open-architecture CAD/CAM software  
platform for same-day dentistry.



Speaking of simple user guidance, can you 
really get started right away?

Once CAD is installed, then the software is 
"ready to use". With our wizard-based approach, 
you specify a case and are guided step by step 
through the workflow in the minimum number 
of steps. The guidance is intuitive and highly 
automated, including automatic dynamic 
articulation, making the workflow easy and fast. 
Nevertheless, we recommend a software 
training for exocad beginners. All of our 
ChairsideCAD resellers are trained by us to 
monitor the installation and provide the initial 
training.

What about outsourcing?

Traditional lab outsourcing is a fact of life in 
clinical practices. With our open interfaces, 
nearly every lab can now accept scanned and 
designed files from exocad. In addition, exocad’s 
revolutionary new lab communication software 
dentalshare provides a unified environment to 
review and collaborate (for complex or partially 
designed cases), as well as send to a lab for case 
planning, design and/or production. It sets a 
new standard for bi-directional dentist-to-lab 
and dentist-to-dentist communication.

Where can I get the ChairsideCAD software?

As a pure software provider, we distribute our 
software solutions worldwide via resellers, who 
we regularly train in usage of the software 
application, so they are exocad experts. We 
spend a lot of time doing that. Our current 
reseller list can be found at exocad.com/
our-partners/reseller.

Further information:

ADA FDI World Dental Congress (September 4 - 8, 2019),  
booth 6363 and 742 (Cellerant BoC Alley)

 exocad.com/chairsidecad       
 exocad.com/our-partners/reseller   
 Check out our ChairsideCAD brochure
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exocad is a pure dental software company. 
What advantages does this have for your 
customers?

Users benefit from the fact that exocad stands 
for open software architecture like no other 
dental software company. Our slogan is “your 
freedom is our passion” meaning that each prac-
tice starts by selecting the best open digital 
hardware to support their individual style of 
dentistry. As newer equipment, materials, and 
techniques are developed, the practice’s digital 
journey can continue seamlessly. We therefore 
recommend that dentists invest in digital 
technologies with fully open interfaces, because 
only then can they react flexibly to new 
developments and be future-proof. Practices 
that base their CAD/CAM systems on open 
architecture software, can manage their digital 
journey without limits or penalties. 

exocad will receive the BOC award at the ADA 
FDI World Dental Congress 2019 in San 
Francisco. What can visitors expect at the 
exocad booth?

We’ll be presenting all our software solutions 
with an exciting program. For our Speakers 
Corner, we’ve invited several industry experts. 
During their lectures, they will show visitors 
how to plan their cases using the exocad soft- 
ware and how to design restorations. We’ve got 
many innovations in store for the practice and 
the laboratory, so it's well worth stopping by.

Thank you very much for the informative 
interview. 

www.exocad.com/chairsidecad
www.exocad.com/our-partners/reseller
https://exocad.com/fileadmin/content/brochures/2019_exocad_ChairsideCAD_brochure_en_screen.pdf



